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EFFECTIVE l2 DECOUPLING FOR THE PARABOLA
ZANE KUN LI
(WITH AN APPENDIX BY JEAN BOURGAIN AND ZANE KUN LI)
Abstract. We make effective l2Lp decoupling for the parabola in the range 4 ă
p ă 6. In an appendix joint with Jean Bourgain, we apply the main theorem to
prove the conjectural bound for the sixth-order correlation of the integer solutions
of the equation x2 ` y2 “ m in an extremal case. This proves unconditionally a
result that was proven in [1] under the hypotheses of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture and the Riemann Hypothesis for L-functions of elliptic curves over Q.
1. Introduction
For each interval J Ă r0, 1s and g : r0, 1s Ñ C, let
pEJgqpxq :“
ż
J
gpξqepξx1 ` ξ2x2q dξ
where epzq “ e2πiz. For a square B “ Bpc, Rq Ă R2 centered at c of side length R, let
wBpxq :“ p1` |x´ c|
R
q´100.
If I is an interval in r0, 1s and δ P p0, 1q, let PδpIq be the partition of I into |I|{δ
many intervals of length δ. Note that when writing PδpIq, we assume |I|{δ P N. For
δ P N´1 and p ě 1, let Dppδq be the best constant such that
}Er0,1sg}LppBq ď Dppδqp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}EJg}2LppwBqq1{2
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all (axis-parallel) squares B Ă R2 of side length δ´2. Observe
that trivially we have that Dppδq ď 2100{pδ´1{2 and D2pδq À 1 from Plancherel.
Bourgain and Demeter showed in [2] that Dppδq Àε,p δ´ε for 2 ď p ď 6 and
this range of p is sharp up to a δ´ε-loss (in fact they showed that the decoupling
constant for the paraboloid in Rd is Op,εpδ´εq for 2 ď p ď 2pd`1qd´1 ). By essentially
making effective the arguments in [3] and making some simplifications, we obtain the
following improvement over Dppδq Àε,p δ´ε.
Theorem 1.1. If 4 ă p ă 6 and δ P N´1, then for some sufficiently large absolute
constant C we have
Dppδq ď exppCplog 1
δ
q 34` 14 log2pp´22 q log log 1
δ
q.
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Bounds for Dppδq in the range 2 ď p ď 4 can be obtained from first directly proving
that D4pδq À 1 (see [6, Section 4.3]) and interpolating with D2pδq À 1. At p “ 6, the
author already obtained an improvement over D6pδq Àε δ´ε in [5] and the iteration
used in this paper and [5] are the same at p “ 6. A version of Theorem 1.1 with
explicit constants was obtained by the author in [6, Chapter 2]. There the author
obtained a slightly better by qualitatively similar result but the argument presented
here is somewhat simpler more straightforward in the iterative step.
In an appendix with Jean Bourgain we consider the following problem on the sixth-
order correlation for integer lattice points on the circle x2`y2 “ m. Let Λm be the set
of Gaussian integers λ with norm m and N “ |Λm|. Next, let S6pmq be the number
of six tuples pλ1, λ2, . . . , λ6q P Λ6m such that
λ1 ` λ2 ` λ3 “ λ4 ` λ5 ` λ6.
Trivially we have S6pmq “ OpN4q and a bound of OεpN3`εq is conjectured. Bourgain
in [4, Theorem 2.2] showed that S6pmq “ opN4q as N Ñ 8. In [1, Section 2], he
showed that S6pmq “ OpN7{2q, making use of the Szemere´di-Trotter theorem. As an
application of Theorem 1.1, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let A “ tpx, yq P Z2 : x2` y2 “ Ru and R a sufficiently large integer.
Then
|tpz1, . . . , z6q P A6 : z1 ` z2 ` z3 “ z4 ` z5 ` z6u| ! |A|3`op1q
provided |A| ą exppplogRq1´op1qq.
Theorem 1.2 then gives an unconditional proof of [1, Theorem 25] (see also (126)
in that paper) which was proved in only a random sense and conditionally on the
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture and the Riemann Hypothesis for L-functions
of elliptic curves over Q.
Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the following square root cancellation estimate
which we state (somewhat) loosely as: Let A be a set of points px, yq with x2`y2 “ 1
and separated by distance at least δ. Then for 4 ă p ă 6,
}
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}Lp
#
pBq ď exppOpplog
1
δ
q 34` 14 log2pp´22 qplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq|A|1{2 (1)
for all squares B of side length Oεpδ´3´εq (see Proposition A.10 for a more precise
statement).
A key step is to establish a version of Theorem 1.1 where instead of considering
decoupling for the parabola, we consider decoupling for the circle. We also need to
make sure that the implied constant in such a result is independent of p. Our approach
is the Pramanik-Seeger iteration [7] and is essentially the same as that outlined at
the beginning of Section 7 of [2], however we keep careful track of the dependence on
various implied constants.
The use of a Pramanik-Seeger iteration is not required as one could prove directly
decoupling for the circle (or more precisely decoupling for any function pt, hptqq such
that hp0q “ h1p0q “ 0 and 1{C ď h2ptq ď C for t P r0, 1s) however such an iteration
is much more convenient to use if one already has a parabola decoupling theorem.
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Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce all the properties of the
weight functions wB, wB, and ηB which we will use. In Section 3 we mention basic
properties of the decoupling constant such as parabolic rescaling, a bilinear constant
and bilinearization. Next in Section 4 we prove a ball inflation lemma and apply this
key lemma to the iteration in Section 5 which proves Theorem 1.1. Finally we end
with an appendix joint with Jean Bourgain where we prove Theorem 1.2.
Notation. When we write A À B, we mean that there is an absolute constant
C (independent of p, δ, ν) such that A ď CB. If we write A Àε B, then we mean
A ď CεB for some constant Cε depending only on ε. Unless otherwise stated p P p4, 6q.
This will remove some dependence on p that would otherwise have been present.
We will write PδpIq to be the partition of an interval I into intervals of size δ and
we similarly we define Pν´bpBq to be the partition of the square B into squares of side
length ν´b. Note that this implicitly uses that |I|{δ and ℓpBq{ν´b P N where ℓpBq is
the side length of B.
We also define
}f}LppwBq :“ p
ż
|f |pwBq1{p,
}f}Lp
#
pBq :“ p
1
|B|
ż
B
|f |pq1{p,
and
}f}Lp
#
pwBq :“ p
1
|B|
ż
|f |pwBq1{p.
Finally for two expressions x1 and x2 we let geomxi :“ px1x2q1{2.
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2. Properties of weight functions
2.1. The weights wB and wB. For a square B “ Bpc, Rq with center c P R2 and
side length R, define
wBpxq :“ p1` |x´ cB|
R
q´100
and
wBpxq :“ p1` |x1 ´ cB1|
R
q´100p1` |x2 ´ cB2|
R
q´100.
Note that wB ď wB ď w1{2B .
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We let η be a Schwartz function such that η ě 1Bp0,1q and suppppηq Ă Bp0, 1q. If
B “ Bpc, Rq, we define ηBpxq :“ ηpx´cR q. Note that ηB À wB and ηB À wB. An
explicit example of such an η was constructed in [6, Corollary 2.2.9].
The following lemma is the key property satisfied by wB and wB.
Lemma 2.1. For 0 ă R1 ď R,
wBp0,Rq ˚ wBp0,R1q À R12wBp0,Rq. (2)
We also have
R2wBp0,Rq À 1Bp0,Rq ˚ wBp0,Rq. (3)
The same inequalities hold true if wBp0,Rq is replaced with wBp0,Rq.
Proof. We first prove (2). We would like to give an upper bound for the expression
1
R12
ż
R2
p1` |x´ y|
R
q´100p1` |y|
R1
q´100p1` |x|
R
q100 dy.
A change of variables in y and rescaling x shows that it suffices to give an upper
bound for ż
R2
p1` |x´ R
1
R
y|q´100p1` |y|q´100p1` |x|q100 dy. (4)
If |x| ď 1, then (4) is
À
ż
R2
p1` |y|q´100 dy À 1.
If |x| ą 1, then we split (4) into
p
ż
|x´R1
R
y|ď |x|
2
`
ż
|x´R1
R
y|ą |x|
2
qp1` |x´ R
1
R
y|q´100p1` |y|q´100p1` |x|q100 dy. (5)
In the case of the first integral in (5), pR1{Rq|y| ě |x| ´ |x ´ pR1{Rqy| ě |x|{2 and
henceż
|x´R1
R
y|ď |x|
2
p1` |x´ R
1
R
y|q´100p1` |y|q´100p1` |x|q100 dy
ď p p1` |x|q
100
p1` pR{R1q|x|{2q100
ż
R2
p1` |x´ R
1
R
y|q´100 dy À pR1{Rq100pR{R1q2 À 1.
In the case of the second integral in (5),ż
|x´R1
R
y|ą |x|
2
p1` |x´ R
1
R
y|q´100p1` |y|q´100p1` |x|q100 dy
ď p 1` |x|
1` |x|{2q
100
ż
R2
p1` |y|q´100 dy À 1.
This then proves (2).
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To prove (3) it suffices to give a lower bound for
1
R2
ż
Bp0,Rq
p1` |x´ y|
R
q´100p1` |x|
R
q100 dy.
As before, rescaling x and a change of variables in y gives that it suffices to give a
lower bound for ż
Bp0,1q
p 1` |x|
1` |x´ y|q
100 dy ě p1` |x|
2` |x| q
100 Á 1.
The proof of the lemma for wBp0,Rq is similar and so we omit the proof (details can
be found on Page 14 of [6]). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 2.2. Let I “ r´R{2, R{2s and I 1 “ r´R1{2, R1{2s with 0 ă R1 ď R. For
x P R, let wIpxq :“ p1` |x|R q´100 and similarly define wI 1. The same proof as (2) gives
that wI ˚ wI 1 À R1wI and RwI À 1I ˚ wI .
2.2. Immediate applications. The following lemmas show how to use Lemma 2.1
to quickly manipulate weight functions.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a rotation matrix and |a| À δ´1. Then
w
BpRpa0q,δ´1qpsq À wBp0,δ´1qpsq
and the same estimate is also true with wB replaced with wB.
Proof. Observe that for some sufficiently large C,
1
BpRpa0q,δ´1q ď 1Bp0,Cδ´1q À wBp0,Cδ´1q À wBp0,δ´1q.
Convolving both sides with wBp0,δ´1q and using Lemma 2.1 gives
wBp0,δ´1q ˚ wBp0,δ´1q À δ´2wBp0,δ´1q
and
1
BpRpa0q,δ´1q ˚ wBp0,δ´1q Á δ
´2w
BpRpa0q,δ´1q
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Let B be a square of side length R and let B be a finitely overlapping
cover of B into squares ∆ of side length R1 ă R. Thenÿ
∆PB
w∆ À wB.
This inequality remains true with w∆ and wB replaced with w∆ and wB.
Proof. It suffices to prove the case when B is centered at the origin. Since B is a
finitely overlapping cover of B,
ř
∆PB 1∆ À 1B. Thereforeÿ
∆PB
1∆ ˚ wBp0,R1q À 1B ˚ wBp0,R1q.
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Lemma 2.1 gives that
R12
ÿ
∆PB
w∆ À
ÿ
∆PB
1∆ ˚ wBp0,R1q
and
1B ˚ wBp0,R1q À R12wB.
Rearranging then completes the proof. 
The following lemma allows us to upgrade from unweighted to weighted estimates.
Lemma 2.5. For 1 ď p ă 8,
}f}p
LppwBp0,Rqq À
ż
R2
}f}p
L
p
#
pBpy,RqqwBp0,Rqpyq dy.
This corollary is also true with wBp0,Rq replaced with wBp0,Rq.
Proof. This estimate is from the proof of [3, Theorem 5.1]. The lemma follows from
observing thatż
R2
}f}p
L
p
#
pBpy,RqqwBp0,Rqpyq dy “
ż
R2
|fpxq|pp 1
R2
1Bp0,Rq ˚ wBp0,Rqqpxq dx
and applying Lemma 2.1. 
Proposition 2.6. Let I Ă r0, 1s and P be a disjoint partition of I.
paq Suppose for some 2 ď p ă 8, we have
}EIg}LppBq ď Cp
ÿ
JPP
}EJg}2LppwBqq1{2
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B of side length R. Then
}EIg}LppwBq À Cp
ÿ
JPP
}EJg}2LppwBqq1{2 (6)
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B of side length R.
pbq Suppose for some 1 ď p ă q ă 8, we have
}EIg}Lq
#
pBq ď C}EIg}Lp
#
pηp
B
q
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B of side length R. Then
}EIg}Lq
#
pwBq À C}EIg}Lp
#
pwp{q
B
q (7)
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B of side length R.
The same results are also true with wB replaced with wB.
Proof. We first prove paq. It suffices to prove (6) in the case when B is centered at
the origin. Corollary 2.5 implies that
}EIg}pLppwBq À
ż
R2
}EIg}pLp
#
pBpy,RqqwBpyq dy
À R´2Cp
ż
R2
p
ÿ
JPP
}EJg}2LppwBpy,Rqqqp{2wBpyq dy
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Since p ě 2, we can interchange the LpypwBq and l2J norms and the above is
À R´2Cpp
ÿ
JPP
p
ż
R2
}EJg}pLppwBpy,RqqwBpyq dyq2{pqp{2. (8)
Since B is assumed to be centered at the origin,ż
R2
}EJg}pLppwBpy,RqqwBpyq dy “ }EJg}
p
LppwB˚wBq À R2}EJg}
p
LppwBq
where the inequality is an application of Lemma 2.1. Inserting this into (8) gives that
}EIg}pLppwBq À Cpp
ÿ
JPP
}EJg}2LppwBqqp{2.
Taking 1{p powers of both sides and using that p ě 1 completes the proof of (6).
We now prove pbq. Again it suffices to prove (7) in the case when B is centered at
the origin. Corollary 2.5 implies that
}EIg}qLqpwB,Eq À
ż
R2
}EIg}qLq
#
pBpy,RqqwBpyq dy
À CqR´2q{p
ż
R2
}EIg}qLppηp
Bpy,Rqq
wBpyq dy
“ CqR´2q{p
ż
R2
p
ż
R2
|pEIgqpsq|pηBp0,Rqps´ yqp dsqq{pwBpyq dy.
Since q ą p, we can interchange the Lp and Lq norms and the above is
À CqR´2q{pp
ż
R2
|EIgpsq|ppηqB ˚ wBqpsqp{q dsqq{p (9)
Lemma 2.1 gives that
η
q
B ˚ wB À exppOpqqqpwqB ˚ wBq À exppOpqqqR2wB.
Inserting this into (9) shows that
}EIg}qLqpwBq À exppOpqqqCqR2´2q{p}EIg}
q
Lppwp{q
B
q
Changing Lq and Lp into Lq# and L
p
#, respectively, removes the factor of R
2´2q{p.
Taking 1{q powers of both sides and using that q ě 1 then completes the proof of (7).
Since Lemma 2.1 holds for wB, the above proof also shows this proposition holds
with every instance of wB replaced with wB. This completes the proof of the propo-
sition. 
Remark 2.7. Lemma 2.5 is not the only way to convert unweighted estimates to
weighted estimates. Another approach is to prove an unweighted estimate where B
is replaced by 2nB for all n ě 0 and then use that wB „
ř
ně0 2
´100n12nB to conclude
the weighted estimate.
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3. Basic tools for decoupling
3.1. Parabolic rescaling. We first have parabolic rescaling. We include a proof be-
cause we include a small clarification to the proof of [3, Proposition 7.1], (in particular
to (13) of ibid.).
We first begin with the following equivalence of decoupling constants.
Remark 3.1. Let rDppδq be the best constant such that
}Er0,1sg}LppBq ď rDppδqp ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}EJg}2Lppw10
B
qq1{2
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and squares B of side length δ´2. Next let Kppδq be the best
constant such that
}f}p ď Kppδqp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}fθJ}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in
Ť
JPPδpr0,1sq θJ where θJ :“ tps, s2` tq : s P J, |t| ď δ2u.
Remark 5.2 of [2] (alternatively see the arguments in Sections 2.3 and 4.1 in [6]) shows
that for 2 ď p ď 6, rDppδq „ Kppδq „ Dppδq where the implied constant is absolute.
This equivalence also shows that decoupling constants are monotonic. That is, if
for two scales δs ă δl, then a change of variables shows that Kppδlq ď Kppδsq (see
[6, Proposition 4.2.1] for details). The equivalence from the previous paragraph then
shows that Dppδlq À Dppδsq for 2 ď p ď 6 and any two scales δs and δl with δs ă δl.
Note here the implied constant does not depend on p, δl, and δs and is absolute.
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 ă δ ă σ ă 1 be such that δ{σ P N´1. Let I be an arbitrary
interval in r0, 1s of length σ. Then
}EIg}LppBq À Dpp δ
σ
qp
ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}2LppwBqq1{2
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B Ă R2 of side length δ´2.
Proof. It suffices to only prove the case when B is centered at the origin. Write
I “ ra, a ` σs. Let T “ p σ 2aσ
0 σ2
q. We have }EIg}LppBq “ σ1´3{p}Er0,1sga}LppT pBqq where
gapηq :“ gpση ` aq.
The corners of B are given by p˘δ´2{2,˘δ´2{2q and hence the corners of T pBq are
given by
p1
2
σp1` 2aqδ´2, 1
2
σ2δ´2q
p1
2
σp1´ 2aqδ´2,´1
2
σ2δ´2q
p´1
2
σp1` 2aqδ´2,´1
2
σ2δ´2q
p´1
2
σp1´ 2aqδ´2, 1
2
σ2δ´2q.
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Then T pBq is contained in a Opσδ´2qˆ σ2δ´2 rectangle centered at the origin. Cover
T pBq by finitely overlapping squares l of side length pσδ´1q2. Then
}Er0,1sga}pLppT pBqq ď
ÿ
l
}Er0,1sga}pLpplq
À rDpp δ
σ
qp
ÿ
l
p
ÿ
JPPδ{σpr0,1sq
}EJga}2Lppw10l qq
p{2.
Interchanging the l2 and lp norms, undoing the change of variables, and applying
Remark 3.1 shows that
}EIg}pLppBq À Dpp
δ
σ
qpp
ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}2Lppřlpwlq10˝T qqp{2.
It then remains to show that
ř
l wlpTxq10 À wBpxq. We will in fact show thatř
l wlpTxq10 À wBpxq5.
Denote the center of l by cl “ pcl,1, cl,2q. Next let Ipa, Rq “ ra´ R{2, a` R{2s,
the interval centered at a of length R. Then for some absolute constant C,ÿ
l
1Ipcl,1,σ2δ´2qpx1q1Ipcl,2,σ2δ´2qpx2q À 1Ip0,Cσδ´2qpx1q1Ip0,σ2δ´2qpx2q. (10)
Next, Remark 2.2 shows that
p1Ipcl,1,σ2δ´2q ˚ w10Ip0,σ2δ´2qqpx1q Á σ2δ´2wIpcl,1,σ2δ´2qpx1q10
and similarly for cl,2 and the x2 variable. Combining this with (10) shows thatÿ
l
wlpTxq10
À pσ2δ´2q´2p1p1q
Ip0,Cσδ´2q1
p2q
Ip0,σ2δ´2q ˚ pwp1qIp0,σ2δ´2qq10pwp2qIp0,σ2δ´2qq10qpTxq
where 1
p1q
I is short hand for 1Ipx1q and similarly for 1p2qI , wp1qI , and wp2qI . Applying
Remark 2.2 shows this is
À ppwp1q
Ip0,σδ´2qq10pwp2qIp0,σ2δ´2qq10qpTxq “ p1`
|x1 ` 2ax2|
δ´2
q´1000p1` |x2|
δ´2
q´1000.
Rescaling x1 and x2, it remains to show that
1` |x1|
p1` |x1 ` 2ax2|q2p1` |x2|q
is bounded by an absolute constant independent of a. This follows from consider the
two cases when |x1`2ax2| ď |x1|{2 (which implies |x1| À |x2|) and |x1`2ax2| ą |x1|{2.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Parabolic rescaling immediately implies the following corollary which allows us to
reduce to showing good estimates for Dppδq along a lacunary sequence of scales.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose δ1, δ2 P N´1. Then Dppδ1δ2q À Dppδ1qDppδ2q.
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In applications, this corollary is a useful cheap substitute to bypass the need to
prove monotonicity of the decoupling constant and yields qualitatively the same re-
sults.
3.2. Bilinearization. We now define the bilinear constant. Let b be an integer ě 1.
Suppose δ P N´1 and ν P N´1 X p0, 1{100q were such that νbδ´1 P N. Let Mp,bpδ, νq
be the best constant such that
Avg
∆PP
ν´bpBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2L2
#
pw∆qq
p
4 p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2L2
#
pw∆qq
p
4
ď Mp,bpδ, νqpp
ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}2Lp
#
pwBqq
p
4 p
ÿ
J 1PPδpI 1q
}EJ 1g}2Lp
#
pwBqq
p
4
(11)
for all squares B of side length δ´2, g : r0, 1s Ñ C, and all intervals I, I 1 P Pνpr0, 1sq
which are ν-separated. Note that the left hand side of (11) is the same as Appq, Br, qq
constructed in Section 10 of [3].
Remark 3.4. The bilinear constant used here is more similar to that found in [3] and
Section 5 of [5] rather than Sections 2 and 4 of [5]. A similar argument can be made
using the bilinear constant of these two latter sections satisfying largely the same
properties.
From parabolic rescaling, the bilinear decoupling constant is controlled by the
decoupling constant.
Lemma 3.5. If δ and ν were such that νbδ´1 P N´1, then
Mp,bpδ, νq À Dpp δ
νb
q.
Proof. Since p ě 2, moving from L2# up to Lp# and then applying Ho¨lder in the average
over ∆ controls the left hand side of (11) by
p Avg
∆PP
ν´bpBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2Lp
#
pw∆qqp{2q1{2p Avg
∆PP
ν´bpBq
p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2Lp
#
pw∆qqp{2q1{2.
Since p ě 2, interchanging the l2 and lp norms and then using thatř∆ w∆ À wB À wB
controls the above by
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2Lp
#
pwBqqp{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2Lp
#
pwBqqp{4.
Applying parabolic rescaling then completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.5 shows that if we have good bounds for the decoupling constant, then
we have good bounds for the bilinear decoupling constant. The next lemma shows
that the opposite is also true.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose δ and ν were such that νδ´1 P N. Then
Dppδq À Dpp δ
ν
q ` ν´1Mp,1pδ, νq.
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Proof. This proof is the same as that of Lemmas 2.5, 4.5, and 5.2 of [5]. Observe that
}Er0,1sg}LppBq
À p
ÿ
I,I 1PPνpr0,1sq
dpI,I 1qÀν
}|EIg||EI 1g|}Lp{2pBqq1{2 ` ν´1 max
I,I 1PPνpr0,1sq
dpI,I 1qÁν
}|EIg||EI 1g|}1{2Lp{2pBq.
The first term on the right hand side, we apply Ho¨lder then parabolic rescaling. For
the second term we observe that
1
|B|
ż
B
|EIg|p{2|EI 1g|p{2 “ Avg
∆PP
ν´1 pBq
1
|∆|
ż
∆
|EIg|p{2|EI 1g|p{2
ď Avg
∆PP
ν´1 pBq
}EIg}p{2
L
p{2
#
p∆q}EI 1g}
p{2
L8p∆q
À Avg
∆PP
ν´1 pBq
}EIg}p{2L2
#
pw∆q}EI 1g}
p{2
L2
#
pw∆q
where in the last inequality we have used reverse Ho¨lder (see Lemma 3.7 below). Now
we apply the definition of Mp,1pδ, νq. 
3.3. Reverse Ho¨lder and l2L2 decoupling. Finally we have the reverse Ho¨lder
and l2L2 decoupling inequalities which we omit the proofs of save for a remark in
Lemma 3.7 on why the implied constants are independent of p and q
Lemma 3.7. Let 1 ď p ă q ď 8, J Ă r0, 1s with ℓpJq “ 1{R and B Ă R2 a square
with side length R ě 1. If q ă 8, then
}EJg}Lq
#
pwBq À }EJg}Lp
#
pwp{q
B
q. (12)
If q “ 8, then
sup
xPB
|pEJgqpxq| À }EJg}Lp
#
pwBq. (13)
This statement is also true with wB replaced with wB.
Proof. Following the proof of [3, Corollary 4.3], for 1 ď p ă q ď 8 we have
}EJg}LqpBq À R2p
1
q
´ 1
p
q}EJg}Lppηp
B
q
where the implied constant is absolute (to see this, observe that in the proof of [3,
Corollary 4.3], }xθQ}LrpRnq À R´n{r1 where the implied constant is absolute). Since the
application of Lemma 2.6 does not introduce new dependencies, the implied constant
in (12) and (13) are absolute. 
Lemma 3.8. Let J Ă r0, 1s be an interval of length ě 1{R such that |J |R P N. Then
for each square B Ă R2 with side length R,
}EJg}2L2pwBq À
ÿ
J 1PP1{RpJq
}EJ 1g}2L2pwBq.
This statement is also true with wB replaced with wB.
Proof. See [3, Proposition 6.1] for a proof. 
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4. Ball Inflation
We prove the following ball inflation lemma. We follow the proof as in [3, Theorem
9.2] except we pay close attention to the dependence on p and the power of log we
obtain.
Lemma 4.1. Let p ą 4, b ě 1, and I1, I2 are ν-separated intervals of length ν. Then
for any square ∆1 of side length ν´2b, we have
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
geomp
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIiq
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆qq
p{2
ď exppOppqqν´1plog 1
νb
qp{2 geomp
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIiq
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1 q
qp{2
(14)
We will first prove a version of Lemma 4.1 where we additionally assume that all
the }EJg} are of comparable size (for each Ii).
Lemma 4.2. Let everything be as defined in Lemma 4.1. Furthermore, let F1 be a
collection of intervals in PνbpI1q such that for each pair of intervals J, J 1 P F1, we
have
1
2
ă
}EJg}Lp{2
#
pw∆1q
}EJ 1g}Lp{2
#
pw∆1q
ď 2. (15)
Similarly define F2. Then
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
geomp
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆qq
p{2
À exppOppqqν´1 geomp
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
qp{2.
(16)
Proof. For each J P PνbpIiq centered at cJ , cover ∆1 by a set TJ of mutually parallel
nonoverlapping boxes PJ with dimension ν
´b ˆ ν´2b with longer side pointing in the
direction p´2cJ , 1q. Note that any ν´b ˆ ν´2b box outside 4∆1 cannot cover ∆1 itself.
Thus we may assume that all the boxes in TJ are contained in 4∆
1. Finally, let PJpxq
denote the box in TJ containing x and let 2PJ be the 2ν
´b ˆ 2ν´2b box having the
same center and orientation as PJ .
Since p ą 4, Holder’s inequality yields that
p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆qq
p{2 ď p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
q2|Fi|p{2´2.
Note that the reverse inequality (with an extra multiplicative factor of exppOppqq) is
also true because of our assumption on Fi. The left hand side of (16) is then bounded
above by
p
2ź
i“1
|Fi|p{4´1q Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
2ź
i“1
p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
q. (17)
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For x P 4∆1, define
HJpxq :“
#
supyP2PJ pxq }EJg}p{2Lp{2
#
pw
Bpy,ν´bqq
if x P ŤPJPTJ PJ
0 if x P 4∆1zŤPJPTJ PJ . (18)
For each x P ∆, observe that ∆ Ă 2PJpxq. Therefore for each x P ∆, c∆ P 2PJpxq and
hence
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
ď HJpxq (19)
for all x P ∆. Thus
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
2ź
i“1
p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
q
“
ÿ
J1PF1
J2PF2
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
}EJ1g}p{2Lp{2
#
pw∆q
}EJ2g}p{2Lp{2
#
pw∆q
1
|∆|
ż
∆
dx
ď
ÿ
J1PF1
J2PF2
1
|∆1|
ż
∆1
HJ1pxqHJ2pxq dx (20)
where the last inequality we have used (19). By how HJ is defined, HJ is constant
on each PJ P TJ . That is, for each x P
Ť
PJPTJ PJ ,
HJpxq “
ÿ
PJPTJ
cPJ1PJ pxq
for some constants cPJ ě 0. Then
1
|∆1|
ż
∆1
HJ1pxqHJ2pxq dx “
1
|∆1|
ÿ
PJ1PTJ1
PJ2PTJ2
cPJ1cPJ2 |pPJ1 X PJ2q X∆1|
ď 1|∆1|
ÿ
PJ1PTJ1
PJ2PTJ2
cPJ1cPJ2 |PJ1 X PJ2|
where the last inequality is because cPJ ě 0 for all PJ . Since |PJ | “ ν´3b we also have
1
|∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJpxq dx “ 1|∆1|
ż
Ť
PJPTJ PJ
ÿ
PJPTJ
cPJ1PJ pxq dx “ νb
ÿ
PJPTJ
cPJ .
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Recall that J1 P F1 Ă PνbpI1q and J2 P F2 Ă PνbpI2q. Since I1 and I2 are ν-
separated, so are J1 and J2 which implies |PJ1 X PJ2| À ν´2b´1. Applying this gives
1
|∆1|
ÿ
PJ1PTJ1
PJ2PTJ2
cPJ1cPJ2 |PJ1 X PJ2|
À ν
´2b´1
|∆1|
2ź
i“1
p ν
´b
|∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJipxq dxq À ν´1
2ź
i“1
1
|4∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJipxq dx.
Therefore (20) is bounded above by
ν´1
2ź
i“1
p
ÿ
JPFi
1
|4∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJpxq dxq. (21)
We now apply Lemma 4.3, proven later, to (21) which shows that it is
À exppOppqqν´1
2ź
i“1
p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
q.
Thus (17) is bounded above by
exppOppqqν´1p
2ź
i“1
|Fi|p{4´1q
2ź
i“1
p
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
q.
Since the intervals in Fi satisfy (15), the above is
À exppOppqqν´1 geomp
ÿ
JPFi
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
qp{2
which completes the proof of Lemma 4.2 assuming we can prove Lemma 4.3 which
we do below. 
We let Ψ : R Ñ R be a Schwartz function which is equal to 1 on r´1, 1s and
vanishes outside r´3, 3s such that for integer k ě 0,
|
ż
R
tkΨptqe2πitx dt| À exppOpkqqp1` |x|q´20000. (22)
An explicit example of Ψ is constructed in [6, Lemma 2.2.10].
Lemma 4.3. Let HJ be as defined in (18). Then
1
|4∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJpxq dx À exppOppqq}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1 q
.
Proof. This is the inequality proven in (29) of [3] without explicit constants. We
follow their proof, this time paying attention to the implied constants.
Fix arbitrary J Ă r0, 1s of length νb and center cJ . For x P
Ť
PJPTJ PJ “ suppHJ Ă
4∆1, fix arbitrary y P 2PJpxq. Note that 2PJpxq points is a rectangle of dimension
2ν´b ˆ 2ν´2b with the longer side pointing in the direction of p´2cJ , 1q.
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Let RJ be the rotation matrix such that R
´1
J applied to 2PJpxq gives an axis
parallel rectangle of dimension 2ν´b ˆ 2ν´2b with the longer side pointing in the
vertical direction. Since y P 2PJpxq, we can write
R´1J y “ R´1J x` y
where |y1| ď 2ν´b and |y2| ď 2ν´2b. We then have
}EJg}p{2Lp{2pw
Bpy,ν´bqq
“
ż
R2
|pEJgqpsq|p{2wBpx`RJy,ν´bqpsq ds
Writing y “ py1, 0qT ` p0, y2qT and a change of variables gives that the above is equal
to ż
R2
|pEJgqps` x`RJp0, y2qT q|p{2wBpRJ py1,0qT ,ν´bqpsq ds
À
ż
R2
|pEJgqps` x`RJp0, y2qT q|p{2wBp0,ν´bqpsq ds (23)
where here we have used Lemma 2.3. Observe that
|pEJgqps` x`RJp0, y2qT q| “ |
ż
R2
yEJgpλqepλ ¨ ps` xqqepλ ¨RJp0, y2qT q dλ|.
Since RJ is a rotation matrix, a change of variables gives that the above is equal to
|
ż
R2
yEJgpRJλqepλ ¨R´1J ps` xqqepλ ¨ p0, y2qT q dλ| (24)
Writing
epλ ¨ p0, y2qT q “ eppλ2 ´ c2Jqy2qepc2Jy2q “ epc2Jy2q
8ÿ
k“0
p2πiqkyk2
k!
pλ2 ´ c2Jqk
and using that |y2| ď 2ν´2b shows that (24) is
ď
8ÿ
k“0
p4πqk
k!
|
ż
R2
yEJgpRJλqepλ ¨ R´1J ps` xqqpλ2 ´ c2Jν2b qk dλ|
Applying the change of variables η “ λ´ pcJ , c2Jq gives that the above is
ď
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|
ż
R2
yEJgpRJpη ` pcJ , c2Jqqqepη ¨R´1J ps` xqqp η22ν2b qk dη|. (25)
Note thatyEJgpRJpη`pcJ , c2Jqqq is supported in a 4νbˆ4ν2b box centered at the origin
pointing in the horizontal direction. Thus we may insert the Schwartz function Ψ
defined before the statement of Lemma 4.3. Then (25) becomes
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|
ż
R2
yEJgpRJpη ` pcJ , c2Jqqqepη ¨ R´1J ps` xqqp η22ν2b qkΨp η12νb qΨp η22ν2b q dη|.
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Let Φkptq :“ tkΨptq and let
pMkfqpxq “
ż
R2
pfpRJpη ` pcJ , c2Jqqqepη ¨ xqΨp η12νb qΦkp η22ν2b q dη.
Thus we have shown that
|pEJgqps` x`RJp0, y2qT q| ď
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|pMkEJgqpR´1J ps` xqq|
and combining this with (23) gives that for x P ŤPJPTJ PJ and y P 2PJpxq,
}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw
Bpy,ν´bqq
À ν2b
ż
R2
p
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|pMkEJgqpR´1J ps` xqq|qp{2wBp0,ν´bqpsq ds.
Thus
1
|4∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJpxq dx
À ν6b
ż
Ť
PJ
PJ
ż
R2
p
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|pMkEJgqpR´1J ps` xqq|qp{2wBp0,ν´bqpsq ds dx
À ν6b
ż
R2
p
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
|pMkEJgqpuq|qp{2p
ż
4∆1
wBpx,ν´bqpRJuq dxq du. (26)
As 14∆1 À w4∆1 À w∆1,ż
4∆1
wBpx,ν´bqpRJuq dx “ p14∆1 ˚ wBp0,ν´bqqpRJuq
À pw∆1 ˚ wBp0,ν´bqqpRJuq À ν´2bw∆1pRJuq.
Thus it follows that (26) is bounded by
ν4bp
8ÿ
k“0
30k
k!
}MkEJg ˝R´1J }Lp{2pw∆1qqp{2. (27)
Inserting an extra epRJpcJ , c2JqT ¨ sq and applying a change of variables gives
|pMkEJgqpR´1J sq| “ |
ż
R2
yEJgpRJpη ` pcJ , c2JqqqepRJη ¨ sqΨp η12νb qΦkp η22ν2b q dη|
“ |
ż
R2
yEJgpγqepγ ¨ sqxmkpγq dγ|
where
xmkpγq “ Ψpγ1 cos θJ ` γ2 sin θJ ´ cJ
2νb
qΦkpγ2 cos θJ ´ γ1 sin θJ ´ c
2
J
2ν2b
q
and θJ is such that RJ “ p cos θJ ´ sin θJsin θJ cos θJ q. Then |MkEJg˝R´1J | “ |EJg˚mk| ď |EJg|˚|mk|
and Holder’s inequality implies
p|EJg| ˚ |mk|qp{2 ď p|EJg|p{2 ˚ |mk|q}mk}p{2´1L1 .
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Therefore
}MkEJg ˝ R´1J }Lp{2pw∆1q ď }mk}
1´2{p
L1pR2q}EJg}Lp{2pw∆1˚|mk |p´¨qq (28)
where here |mk|p´¨q is the function |mk|p´xq. Since Φ and Ψ are both Schwartz
functions, our goal will be to use the rapid decay to show that |mk| À w∆1. A change
of variables gives
|mkpxq| “ |
ż
R2
xmkpγqe2πix¨γ dγ|
“ |
ż
R2
ΨppR
´1
J γq1 ´ cJ
2νb
qΦkppR
´1
J γq2 ´ c2J
2ν2b
qe2πix¨γ dγ|
“ 4ν3b|
ż
R
Ψpw1qe2πipR´1J xq1p2νbw1q dw1
ż
R
Φkpw2qe2πipR´1J xq2p2ν2bw2q dw2|.
By (22),
|
ż
R
Ψpw1qe2πipR´1J xq1p2νbw1q dw1| À p1` 2νb|pR´1J xq1|q´20000
and
|
ż
R
Φkpw2qe2πipR´1J xq2p2ν2bw2q dw2| À exppOpkqqp1` 2ν2b|pR´1J xq2|q´20000.
Therefore
|mkpxq| À ν3b exppOpkqqp1` |pR
´1
J xq1|
ν´b
q´20000p1` |pR
´1
J xq2|
ν´2b
q´20000. (29)
Thus we have
}mk}1´2{pL1pR2q À exppOpkqq1´2{p. (30)
Next we claim that (29) is
À ν3b exppOppqqp1` |x1|
ν´b
q´2000p1` |x2|
ν´2b
q´2000. (31)
To see this, apply the layer cake decomposition mentioned in Remark 2.7 to the x1
and x2 variables separately. Next consider a 2
nν´b ˆ 2nν´2b rectangle centered at
the origin where the long side makes an angle θJ with θJ P p0, tan´1p2qq (the angle
tan´1p2q comes from if cJ “ 1). Such a rectangle is contained in an axis-parallel
C2nν´bˆC2nν´2b rectangle for some sufficiently large absolute constant C. Applying
the layer cake decomposition again then shows that (29) is controlled by (31).
Remark 2.2 then implies that
w∆1 ˚ |mk|p´¨q À exppOpkqqw∆1
and hence
}EJg}Lp{2pw∆1˚|mk|p´¨qq À pexppOpkqqq2{p}EJg}Lp{2pw∆1q.
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Combining this with (27), (28), and (30) shows that
1
|4∆1|
ż
4∆1
HJpxq dx À exppOppqqν4bp
8ÿ
k“0
exppOpkqq
k!
}EJg}Lp{2pw∆1qqp{2
À exppOppqq}EJg}p{2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. For i “ 1, 2, let
Mi :“ max
JPP
νb
pIiq
}EJg}Lp{2
#
pw∆1q.
For each i “ 1, 2, let Fi,0 denote the set of intervals J 1 P PνbpIiq such that
}EJ 1g}Lp{2
#
pw∆1q ď ν
3bMi
and partition the remaining intervals in PνbpIiq into rlog2pν´3bqs many classes Fi,k
(with k “ 1, 2, . . . , rlog2pν´3bqs) such that
2k´1ν3bMi ă }EJ 1g}Lp{2
#
pw∆1q ď 2
kν3bMi
for all J 1 P Fi,k. Note that Fi,k satisfies the hypothesis (15) given in Lemma 4.2. For
0 ď k, l ď rlog2pν´3bqs, let
F∆pk, lq :“ p
ÿ
JPF1,k
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
qp{4p
ÿ
JPF2,l
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
qp{4.
The left hand side of (14) is equal to
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
p
ÿ
0ďk,lďrlog2pν´3bqs
ÿ
JPF1,k
J 1PF2,l
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q}EJ 1g}
2
L
p{2
#
pw∆qq
p{4
ď prlog2pν´3bqs ` 1q
p
2
´2 Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
ÿ
0ďk,lďrlog2pν´3bqs
F∆pk, lq.
We then have
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
rlog2pν´3bqsÿ
k,l“0
F∆pk, lq “
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
F∆p0, 0q `
rlog2pν´3bqsÿ
l“1
Avg
∆PP
ν´bp∆1q
F∆p0, lq
`
rlog2pν´3bqsÿ
k“1
Avg
∆PP
ν´b p∆1q
F∆pk, 0q `
rlog2pν´3bqsÿ
k,l“1
Avg
∆PP
ν´b p∆1q
F∆pk, lq.
(32)
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We first consider the fourth sum on the right hand side of (32). In this case, both
families of intervals satisfy (15) in Lemma 4.2. Thus applying Lemma 4.2 gives that
rlog2pν´3bqsÿ
k,l“1
Avg
∆PP
ν´b p∆1q
F∆pk, lq
À rlog2pν´3bqs2 exppOppqqν´1 geomp
ÿ
JPPpνbqpIiq
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
qp{2.
The first three terms on the right hand side of (32) are taken care of by trivial
estimates so we omit their proof. This completes the proof of the ball inflation
lemma. 
5. The iteration
In this section recall that 4 ă p ă 6. Let α be defined such that
1
p{2 “
1´ α
2
` α
p
.
Then α “ p´4
p´2 and }f}Lp{2 ď }f}1´αL2 }f}αLp.
The key estimate for our iteration is as follows which is just a combination of
Lemma 4.1 and Ho¨lder. This estimate is the analogue of [3, Proposition 10.2] in our
notation.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose δ and ν were such that ν2bδ´1 P N. Then
Mp,bpδ, νq À ν´1{pplog 1
νb
q1{2Mp,2bpδ, νq1´αDpp δ
νb
qα.
Proof. Ho¨lder and Lemma 4.1 shows that
Avg
∆PP
ν´bpBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2L2
#
pw∆qq
p
4 p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2L2
#
pw∆qq
p
4
ď Avg
∆1PP
ν´2b pBq
Avg
∆PP
ν´b p∆1q
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
qp{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆q
qp{4
Àν´1plog 1
νb
qp{2 Avg
∆1PP
ν´2b pBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
qp{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2
L
p{2
#
pw∆1q
qp{4. (33)
Applying the definition α and then Ho¨lder controls the expression inside the average
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over ∆1 by
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2p1´αqL2
#
pw∆1q}EJg}
2α
L
p
#
pw∆1qq
p{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2p1´αqL2
#
pw∆1q}EJ 1g}
2α
L
p
#
pw∆1qq
p{4
ď
ˆ
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2L2
#
pw∆1qq
p{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2L2
#
pw∆1qq
p{4
˙1´α
ˆ
ˆ
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2Lp
#
pw∆1qq
p{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2Lp
#
pw∆1qq
p{4
˙α
.
Combining this with (33) and then Ho¨lder in the average over ∆1 shows that (33) is
Àν´1plog 1
νb
qp{2ˆˆ
Avg
∆1PP
ν´2b pBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2L2
#
pw∆1qq
p{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2L2
#
pw∆1qq
p{4
˙1´α
ˆ
ˆ
Avg
∆1PP
ν´2b pBq
p
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
}EJg}2Lp
#
pw∆1qq
p{4p
ÿ
J 1PP
νb
pI 1q
}EJ 1g}2Lp
#
pw∆1qq
p{4
˙α
.
For the first average over ∆1 we apply l2L2 decoupling and the definition of the
bilinear constant which contributes a Mp,2bpδ, νqpp1´αq. To control the second average
over ∆1 we apply the same arguments as in Lemma 3.5 which contributes aDppδ{νbqpα.
Taking 1{p powers then completes the proof of this lemma. 
We now obtain an explicit upper bound for Dppδq. We will assume already that for
every ε ą 0 we have Dppδq ď Cε,pδ´ε for all δ P N´1 and some constant Cε,p depending
on ε and p. Such a bound can be proven by the same method as we show below (or
alternatively we can rely on [3], for example). By potentially increasing Cε,p, we can
assume that Cε,p ą 1. We may also assume ε ă 1{2 since otherwise we can use the
trivial bound.
Combining Lemma 5.1 with Lemma 3.6 then gives the following.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose N ě 1 and δ was such that δ1{2N`1 P N´1 X p0, 1{100q. There
is an absolute constant C sufficiently large such that
Dppδq ď CN2pDppδ1´
1
2N`1 q ` δ´ 12N`1 p1` 2p
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qjq
Nź
j“0
Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q p´4p´2 p 2p´2 qN´j q.
Proof. Here C will denote an absolute constant that will potentially change from
line to line. Applying Lemma 5.1 repeatedly shows that if δ and ν were such that
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ν2
N`1
δ´1 P N, then
Mp,1pδ, νq
ď pCν´1{pq
řN
j“0p1´αqj
Nź
j“0
plog 1
ν2
j q
1
2
p1´αqjMp,2N`1pδ, νqp1´αqN`1
Nź
j“0
Dpp δ
ν2
j qαp1´αq
j
for some large absolute constant C. Thus if we choose ν “ δ1{2N`1 , then after applying
Lemma 3.5 we have
Mp,1pδ, δ1{2N`1q
ď C
řN`1
j“0 p 2p´2 qjδ´
1
2N`1
1
p
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qj plog 1
δ
q 12
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qj
Nź
j“0
Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q p´4p´2 p 2p´2 qN´j .
Combining this with Lemma 3.6 shows that
Dppδq ďC
řN`1
j“0 p 2p´2 qj pDppδ1´
1
2N`1 q
` δ´ 12N`1 p1` 1p
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qjqplog 1
δ
q 12
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qj
Nź
j“0
Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q p´4p´2 p 2p´2 qN´j q.
Recall that for all a ą 0, log x ď pa{eqx1{a for x ą 0. Thus log 1
δ
ď pp2N{eqδ´ 1p2N and
hence
Dppδq
ď CN
řN`1
j“0 p 2p´2 qj pDppδ1´
1
2N`1 q ` δ´ 12N`1 p1` 2p
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qjq
Nź
j“0
Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q p´4p´2 p 2p´2 qN´j q
ď CN2pDppδ1´
1
2N`1 q ` δ´ 12N`1 p1` 2p
řN
j“0p 2p´2 qjq
Nź
j“0
Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q p´4p´2 p 2p´2 qN´j q
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Applying the monotonicity property in Remark 3.1 then gives the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose N ě 1 and δ was such that δ1{2N`1 P N´1Xp0, 1{100q. There
is an absolute constant C sufficiently large such that
Dppδq ď CN2pDppδ1´
1
2N`1 q ` δ´ N2N`1Dppδq1´p
2
p´2 qN`1q. (34)
Proof. From Remark 3.1, Dppδ1´
1
2j`1 q À Dppδq where the implied constant is indepen-
dent of j, δ, and p (the p dependence is removed only because 2 ď p ď 6, otherwise it
is of the form exppOppqq). 
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Fix N ě 1. Then there is some unspecified constant CN,p such that
Dppδq ď pCN,pqδ´
N
p4{pp´2qqN`1
for all δ P N´1. For n ě 1, let δn :“ 100´2N`1n. Then δ1{2
N`1
n P N´1 X p0, 100q. Apply
Corollary 5.3 to each δn. We have two cases.
Case 1: The first term in (34) dominates, that is,
Dppδnq ď 2CN2Dppδ1´
1
2N`1
n q ď 2CN2pCN,pqδ
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1
n δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1
n .
If additionally that δn ă pCN,pq´1, then this implies
Dppδnq ď 2CN2pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1
n .
Otherwise if additionally δn ě pCN,pq´1, the trivial bound implies
Dppδnq ď 2100{pδ´1{2n ď 225pCN,pq1{2 ď 225pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 .
Therefore in this case
Dppδnq ď maxp225, 2CN2qpCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1
n .
Case 2: The second term in (34) dominates, in which case we immediately have
Dppδnq ď p2CN2δ´N{2N`1n q
1
p2{pp´2qqN`1 .
Therefore in either case we have that there exists an absolute constant C sufficiently
large such that
Dppδnq ď C
N2
p2{pp´2qqN`1 pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1
n .
Now for δ P N´1, either δ P pδn`1, δnq for some n ě 1 or δ P pδ1, 1q. If δ P pδn`1, δnq,
then Corollary 3.3 shows that
Dppδq ď C 1DppδnqDpp δ
δn
q ď C 12251002NC N
2
p2{pp´2qqN`1 pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1 .
for some absolute constants C and C 1. Note that in the second inequality we have
used the trivial bound for Dpδ{δnq. If δ P pδ1, 1q, the trivial bound shows that
Dppδq ď 225δ´1{21 “ 2251002
N
.
Thus for δ P N´1, there exists an absolute constant C such that
Dppδq ď C2
N` N2p2{pp´2qqN`1 pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 δ
´ Np4{pp´2qqN`1 .
Let P pC, λq be the statement that “Dppδq ď Cδ´λ for all δ P N´1”. Then we have
shown that there is an absolute constant C such that
P pCN,p, Np4{pp´ 2qqN`1 q ùñ P pC
2N` N2p2{pp´2qqN`1 pCN,pq1´
N
p8{pp´2qqN`1 ,
N
p4{pp´ 2qqN`1 q.
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Iterating this infinitely many times shows that there is an absolute constant C such
that
P pCp 8p´2 qN`1 2
N
N
`4N`1N ,
N
p4{pp´ 2qqN`1 q
is true. This implies that for some absolute constant C we have P pC8N , Np4{pp´2qqN`1 q
is true.
Therefore we have shown that for N ě 100, there is some absolute constant C such
that
Dppδq ď pC8N δ´N{2N`1q
1
p2{pp´2qqN`1
for all δ P N´1. We now choose N . We will be slightly inefficient and just choose N
such that
2´N ď plog2 δ´1q´1{4 ď 2´N`1.
Note that N ě 100 if δ is sufficiently small. Then for δ sufficiently small,
C8
N
δ´N{2
N`1 ď exppC 1plog 1
δ
q3{4 log log 1
δ
q
for some absolute constant C 1. Finally, observe that
1
p2{pp´ 2qqN`1 “ expp´pN ` 1q logp
2
p´ 2qq ď C
2plog 1
δ
q 14 log2pp´22 q
for some absolute constant C2. Therefore for δ À 1, δ P N´1, and 4 ă p ă 6, we have
Dppδq ď exppOpplog 1
δ
q 34` 14 log2pp´22 q log log 1
δ
qq
where all implied constants are absolute and independent of p. Having obtained the
desired bound for all δ À 1, we can obtain the remaining δ P N´1 by using the trivial
bound. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 5.4. We were a bit wasteful passing from Lemma 5.2 to Corollary 5.3. For
one fixed p, we can proceed as follows. Let N be chosen such that
p 4
p´ 2q
N`1pp
4
` p ´ 4
4
Nÿ
j“1
pp´ 2
4
qjq ě 1
ε
p1` 2
p
Nÿ
j“0
p 2
p´ 2q
jq. (35)
Our choice of N is somewhat opaque. To be more explicit, observe that if p “ 4, (35)
is the statement that
2N`1 ě 1
ε
p1` N ` 1
2
q.
If p “ 5, (35) is the statement that
p4
3
qN`1p5
4
` 1
4
Nÿ
j“1
p3
4
qjq ě 1
ε
p1` 2
5
Nÿ
j“0
p2
3
qjq.
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Finally if p “ 6, (35) is the statement that
3
2
` 1
2
N ě 1
ε
p1` 1
3
Nÿ
j“0
1
2j
q.
If p P p4.0001, 6q is fixed, then one can show from Lemma 5.2 that for δ sufficiently
small (depending on p),
Dppδq ď exppCpplog 1
δ
q1´
1
2`log4{pp´2q 4 q.
Here Cp tends to infinity as p increases to 6. This exponent is better than
3
4
`
1
4
log2pp´22 q for all p P p4, 6q but since in our application we want to avoid dependence
on p inside the exponential, we do not use this estimate in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Appendix A. The case of the circle
(by Jean Bourgain and Zane Kun Li)
The square root cancellation estimate (1) is a consequence of explicit decoupling
for the circle which we derive below from our quantitative bounds for decoupling for
the parabola and the Pramanik-Seeger iteration.
A.1. Explicit decoupling for pt, at2q. Previously we obtained an explicit upper
bound for the decoupling constant for the curve pt, t2q. We now show how this gives in-
formation about the decoupling constant for the curve pt, at2q where a P r1{100, 100s.
Let Paptq :“ at2 and given a function h, define
θJ,Cδ2phq :“ tps, hpsq ` tq : s P J, |t| ď Cδ2u.
For a function h and δ P N´1, we let Dppδ, C, hq be the best constant such that
}f}p ď Dppδ, C, hqp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}fθ
J,Cδ2
phq}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in θr0,1s,Cδ2phq.
Lemma A.1. If C P r1{1002, 1002s and 4 ă p ă 6, then for all δ P N´1 sufficiently
small,
Dppδ, C,P1q À exppOpplog 1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq
where σp :“ 14p1´ log2pp´22 qq and all implied constants are absolute.
Proof. Using Remark 5.2 of [2] (or alternatively Section 4.1 of [6]) to convert to the
extension operator formulation of decoupling and then using that wCBp0,Rq „C wBp0,Rq
shows that
Dppδ, C,P1q „C Dppδ, 1,P1q.
Remark 5.2 of [2] and Theorem 1.1 show that for δ sufficiently small and 4 ă p ă 6,
Dppδ, 1,P1q À exppOpplog 1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq
where all implied constants are absolute. This completes the proof of Lemma A.1. 
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Lemma A.2. We have
Dppδ, C,Paq “ Dppδ, C{a,P1q.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any r ą 0 that
Dppδ, C,Paq ď Dppδ, Cr, Parq.
Suppose f has Fourier support in θr0,1s,Cδ2pPaq. A change of variables gives
}f}p “ r1{p´1}pfrqθr0,1s,Crδ2 pPraq}p
where frpx1, x2q “ rfpx1, rx2q since
fpxq “ 1
r
pfrqθr0,1s,Crδ2 pPraqpx1,
x2
r
q.
Now apply the definition of Dppδ, Cr,Parq and undo the change of variables. This
completes the proof of Lemma A.2. 
Combining Lemmas A.1 and A.2 gives the following corollary which gives the de-
coupling constant for the curve pt, at2q where a lies in a bounded interval away from
0.
Corollary A.3. For a, C P r1{100, 100s, δ P N´1 sufficiently small, and 4 ď p ă 6,
Dppδ, C,Paq ď exppOpplog 1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq
where σp is as in Lemma A.1 and the implied constants are absolute.
A.2. Explicit decoupling for pt, hptqq.
A.2.1. Setting up the iteration. For r P N´1, let
Dppr, aq :“ Dppr, 2,Paq
and
Dpprq :“ sup
1{4ďaď1
Dppr, aq.
Given τ 1{2 P N´1, observe that by rescaling the interval r0, τ s to r0, 1s,
}fθr0,τs,2τ3 pPaq}p ď Dppτ 1{2, aqp
ÿ
JPP
τ3{2pr0,τ sq
}fθ
J,2τ3
pPaq}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in θr0,τ s,2τ3pPaq.
Lemma A.4. Let 1{4 ď a ď 1 and τ 1{2 P N´1. For all functions h satisfying
|hpsq ´ Papsq| ď τ 3 for s P r0, τ s we have that
}fθr0,τs,τ3 phq}p ď Dppτ 1{2, aqp
ÿ
JPP
τ3{2pr0,τ sq
}fθ
J,τ3
phq}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in θr0,τ s,τ3phq.
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Proof. It suffices to show that θr0,τ s,τ3phq Ă θr0,τ s,2τ3pPaq. This is equivalent to showing
that ps, hpsq ` tq P θr0,τ s,2τ3pPaq for s P r0, τ s and |t| ď τ 3. It suffices to show that for
each s P r0, τ s we have |hpsq ` t´Papsq| ď 2τ 3 for all |t| ď τ 3. But this is immediate
from our hypothesis. This completes the proof of Lemma A.4. 
Lemma A.5. Let τ 1{2 P N´1 and rℓ, ℓ` τ s Ă r0, 1s. Suppose h P C3prℓ, ℓ` τ sq is such
that 1{2 ď h2psq ď 2 and |h3psq| ď 2 for s P rℓ, ℓ` τ s. Then
}fθrℓ,ℓ`τs,τ3phq}p ď Dppτ 1{2qp
ÿ
JPP
τ3{2 prℓ,ℓ`τ sq
}fθ
J,τ3
phq}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in θrℓ,ℓ`τ s,τ3phq.
Proof. Fix arbitrary h satisfying the hypotheses and let f have Fourier support in
θrℓ,ℓ`τ s,τ3phq. Define T “ p 1 0´h1pℓq 1 q. Then
T pθrℓ,ℓ`τ s,τ3phq ´ pℓ, hpℓqqq “ θr0,τ s,τ3prhq
where rhpsq “ hpℓ` sq ´ hpℓq ´ h1pℓqs.
Note that rhp0q “ rh1p0q “ 0 and hence by Taylor’s theorem (and that rh P C3pr0, τ sq),
|rhpsq ´ Prh2p0q{2psq| ď τ 3{3.
We have
|fpxq| “ |
ż
θrℓ,ℓ`τs,τ3phq
pfpξqepx ¨ ξq dξ|
“ |
ż
θr0,τs,τ3 prhq
pfpT´1η ` pℓ, hpℓqqqepη ¨ T´txq dη|.
Let gpyq :“ fpT tyqepT pℓ, hpℓqq ¨yq. Then pfpT´1η`pℓ, hpℓqqq “ pgpηq and g has Fourier
support in θr0,τ s,τ3prhq. Applying Lemma A.4, we then have
}f}p “ }g}p ď Dppτ,
rh2p0q
2
qp
ÿ
JPP
τ3{2 pr0,τ sq
}g
θ
J,τ3
prhq}2pq1{2.
The same changes of variables as above shows that as J runs through Pτ3{2pr0, τ sq the
expression }g
θ
J,τ3
prhq}p is equal to }fθJ1,τ3 phq}p as J 1 runs through Pτ3{2prℓ, ℓ`τ sq. Finally,
observing that rh2p0q{2 “ h2pℓq{2 and using that 1{2 ď h2psq ď 2 for s P rℓ, ℓ ` τ s
completes the proof of Lemma A.5. 
A.2.2. Selection of parameters. Throughout the remainder of this appendix, fix δ P
p0, 1q sufficiently small. Note that unlike previously, we impose no integrality condi-
tions whatsoever on δ. That is, in this appendix, we do not assume that δ P N´1. Let
C0 ă 1{100 be a sufficiently small absolute constant. Choose N P N such that
C3¨3
N
0 ď δ ď C2¨3
N
0 . (36)
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Next choose τ0 :“ C2¨2N0 . For simplicity of notation, let
τj :“ τ p3{2q
j
0
and observe that τ
1{2
j P N´1 for j “ 0, 1, . . . , N . From our choice of τ0, C3¨3N0 “ τ p
3
2
qN`1
0
and C2¨3
N
0 “ τ p
3
2
qN
0 and hence
τN`1 “ τ p
3
2
qN`1
0 ď δ ď τ p
3
2
qN
0 “ τN .
Our choice of N in (36) gives that N À log log 1
δ
,
τ´10 “ exppOpplog
1
δ
qlog3 2qq,
and δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 “ Oεpδ´3´εq.
A.2.3. The iteration. Let C be the class of functions in C3pr0, 1sq such that
‚ hp0q “ h1p0q “ h3p0q “ 0
‚ 1{2 ď h2psq ď 2 for s P r0, 1s.
Note that for h P C, from the fundamental theorem of calculus, |h3psq| ď 2 for
all s P r0, 1s. We now apply an iterative argument to upgrade the information in
Corollary A.3 to give us information about Dppδ, 1, hq for h P C. For r P N´1, we
define
Dppr, Cq :“ sup
hPC
Dppr, 1, hq
Lemma A.6. With our choice of τ0 and N as in Section A.2.2,
DppτN`1, Cq ď τ´1{20
Nź
j“0
Dppτ 1{2j q.
Proof. First we decouple trivially to scale τ0 via the triangle inequality. Let f be
a function with Fourier support in θr0,1s,τ20 phq. Then since τ0 P N´1, the triangle
inequality gives
}fθr0,1s,τ2
0
phq}p ď τ´1{20 p
ÿ
JPPτ0 pr0,1sq
}fθ
J,τ2
0
phq}2pq1{2. (37)
By our choice of τ0, τ
1{2
0 P N´1. Our assumptions on h combined with Lemma A.5
show that for each J P Pτ0pr0, 1sq, implies that
}fθ
J,τ3
0
phq}p ď Dppτ 1{20 qp
ÿ
J 1PP
τ
3{2
0
pJq
}fθ
J1,τ3
0
phq}2pq1{2 (38)
for all f with Fourier support in θJ,τ30 phq. Combining (37) with (38) we have shown
that if f is a function with Fourier support in θr0,1s,τ30 phq, then
}fθr0,1s,τ3
0
phq}p ď τ´1{20 Dppτ 1{20 qp
ÿ
JPP
τ
3{2
0
pr0,1sq
}fθ
J,τ3
0
phq}2pq1{2.
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By our choice of τ0, pτ 3{20 q1{2 “ τ 1{21 P N´1. Lemma A.5 then shows that for each
J P P
τ
3{2
0
pr0, 1sq,
}fθ
J,pτ3{2
0
q3
phq}p ď Dpppτ 3{20 q1{2qp
ÿ
J 1PP
τ
p3{2q2
0
pJq
}fθ
J1,pτ3{2
0
q3
phq}2pq1{2
for all f with Fourier support in θ
J,pτ3{20 q3
phq. This shows that if f is a function with
Fourier support in θr0,1s,pτ3{20 q3
phq, then
}fθ
r0,1s,pτ3{2
0
q3
phq}p ď τ´1{20 Dppτ 1{20 qDpppτ 3{20 q1{2qp
ÿ
JPP
τ
p3{2q2
0
pr0,1sq
}fθ
J,pτ3{2
0
q3
phq}2pq1{2.
By our choice of τ0, τ
1
2
¨p 3
2
qj
0 “ τ 1{2j P N´1 for j “ 0, . . . , N . Applying the above
process a total of N ` 1 times shows that if f is a function with Fourier support in
θr0,1s,τ3p3{2qN0
phq, then
}fθ
r0,1s,τ3p3{2q
N
0
phq}p ď τ´1{20
Nź
j“0
Dppτ
1
2
¨p 3
2
qj
0 qp
ÿ
JPP
τ
p3{2qN`1
0
pr0,1sq
}fθ
J,τ
3p3{2qN
0
phq}2pq1{2.
Applying the definitions ofDppτ p3{2q
N`1
0 , Cq and τj , then completes the proof of Lemma
A.6. 
Combining this lemma with Corollary A.3 immediately gives the following.
Corollary A.7. With our choice of δ, τ0, and N as in Section A.2.2 and 4 ă p ă 6,
we have
DppτN`1, Cq ď exppOpplog 1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq
where the implied constant is absolute and σp is defined as in Lemma A.1.
A.3. The exponential sum estimate. We now prove (1). Observe that
Hpξq :“ 1´
a
1´ ξ2τ 20
τ 20
is such that Hp0q “ H 1p0q “ H3p0q “ 0 and for τ0 sufficiently small (which can be
satisfied if C0 is sufficiently small)
1
2
ď H2pξq “ 1p1´ ξ2τ 20 q3{2
ď 2
for ξ P r0, 1s. Therefore since τ 3p3{2qN0 “ τ 2N`1, H P C and Corollary A.7 implies the
following lemma.
Lemma A.8. For an interval J , define the extension operator
pE 1Jgqpxq :“
ż
J
gpξqepξx1 ` 1´
a
1´ ξ2τ 20
τ 20
x2q dξ.
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Then for 4 ă p ă 6, we have
}E 1r0,1sg}LppBq ď exppOpplog
1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqqp
ÿ
JPPτN`1pr0,1sq
}E 1Jg}2LppwBqq1{2
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all squares B of side length τ´2N`1.
Rescaling r0, 1s to r0, τ0s and using parallel decoupling, Lemma A.8 implies the
following.
Lemma A.9. For an interval J , define the extension operator
pEJgqpxq :“
ż
J
gpξqepξx1 ` p1´
a
1´ ξ2qx2q dξ.
Then for 4 ă p ă 6, we have
}Er0,τ0sg}LppBq ď exppOpplog
1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqqp
ÿ
JPPτN`1τ0 pr0,τ0sq
}EJg}2LppwBqq1{2
for all g : r0, τ0s Ñ C and all squares B of side length pτN`1τ0q´2.
Observe that τ´2N`1 “ τ´3N ď δ´3. Parallel decoupling allows us to increase the side
length of B in the above lemma to δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 “ Oεpδ´3´εq. Note that rδ´2sτ´20 is
an integer.
Having obtained a decoupling theorem, our next goal is to obtain the following
exponential sum estimate which is an instance of square root cancellation.
Proposition A.10. Let A be a set of points px, yq with x2` y2 “ 1 and separated by
distance at least δ. Then for 4 ă p ă 6,
}
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}Lp
#
pBq ď exppOpplog
1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq|A|1{2
for all squares B of side length δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 .
Since τ0 P N´1, we can partition the unit circle into τ´10 many arcs tCτ0u of arc
length τ´10 . From our choice of τ0 and the triangle inequality, it suffices to instead
prove the following result.
Lemma A.11. Let A be a set of points px, yq with x2 ` y2 “ 1 and separated by
distance at least δ. Then for 4 ă p ă 6 and each arc Cτ0 of arc length τ0, we have
}
ÿ
aPAXCτ0
e2πia¨z}Lp
#
pBq ď exppOpplog
1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq|AX Cτ0 |1{2
for all squares B of side length δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 .
Without loss of generality we may assume that Cτ0 is the circular arc of arc length τ0
with left endpoint at the origin. Such an arch is given by tpsin θ, 1´cos θq : θ P r0, τ0su.
Recall that A is a δ-separated set and sin τ0 ď τ0. Observe that if τ0 was sufficiently
small (and so δ is smaller than a sufficiently small absolute constant), a subarc of Cτ0
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that lies above an interval of length τN`1τ0 ď δτ0 has at most one point in A. Indeed,
if a ď τ0p1´ τN`1q and ℓ “ τN`1τ0, the distance between the points pa, 1´
?
1´ a2q
and pa` ℓ, 1´a1´ pa` ℓq2q is
ℓp1` p 2a` ℓ?
1´ a2 `a1´ pa` ℓq2 q2q1{2 ď δ 2τ0a1´ τ 20 ă δ
if τ0 is sufficiently small.
Thus Lemma A.11 follows from Lemma A.9 if we pick g to be a smooth approxi-
mation of
ř
aPAXCτ0 1ξ“a.
Having proven Proposition A.10 for all 4 ă p ă 6 and the implied constant there
is independent of p, we can use Ho¨lder to obtain an L6 estimate assuming an extra
condition about |A|.
Lemma A.12. Let A be a set of points px, yq with x2 ` y2 “ 1 and separated by a
distance at least δ. If |A| ą exppplog 1
δ
q1´op1qq, then
}
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}L6
#
pr0,δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 s2q ! |A|
1{2`op1q.
Proof. Ho¨lder and applying Proposition A.10 shows that
}
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}L6
#
pr0,δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 s2q ď }
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}p{6
L
p
#
pr0,δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 s2q
|A|1´ p6
ď exppOpplog 1
δ
q1´σpplog log 1
δ
qOp1qqq|A| 12 p1´ p6 q|A|1{2
Therefore
}
ÿ
aPA
e2πia¨z}L6
#
pr0,δ´1rδ´2sτ´20 q ď minτą0 pexppcplog
1
δ
q1´τ q|A|Cτ q|A|1{2
for some absolute constants C and c. The conclusion of Lemma A.12 then follows
from the hypothesis that log |A| ą plog 1
δ
q1´op1q. 
A.4. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Using Lemma A.12 and periodicity we now prove
Theorem 1.2.
Fix an arbitrary sufficiently large integer R. The set of pz1, . . . , z6q P pZ` iZq6 such
that zz “ R and z1 ` z2 ` z3 “ z4 ` z5 ` z6 is equal toż
r0,1s2
|
ÿ
|n|ď?R,sPt˘1u?
R´n2PNYt0u
e2πipnx`p
?
R`s?R´n2qyq|6 dx dy
“
ż
r0,1s2
|
ÿ
|n|ď?R,sPt˘1u?
R´n2PNYt0u
e
2πip n?
R
p?Rxq`p1`s?1´p n?
R
q2qp?Ryqq|6 dx dy
“ 1
R
ż
r0,?Rs2
|
ÿ
|n|ď?R,sPt˘1u?
R´n2PNYt0u
e
2πip n?
R
x`p1`s?1´p n?
R
q2qyq|6 dx dy.
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Taking conjugates and using the triangle inequality, it suffices to study
1
R
ż
r0,?Rs2
|
ÿ
|n|ď?R?
R´n2PNYt0u
e
2πip n?
R
x`p1´?1´p n?
R
q2qyq|6 dx dy.
Since the integrand is periodic with period
?
R in both x and y variables, using
periodicity the above is in fact equal to
1
X2
ż
r0,Xs2
|
ÿ
|n|ď?R?
R´n2PNYt0u
e
2πip n?
R
x`p1´?1´p n?
R
q2qyq|6 dx dy
where X “ c?R for some integer c. Applying Lemma A.12 with δ “ 1{?R and
c “ rδ´2sτ´20 (where τ0 relates to δ as in Section A.2.2) then shows that the above
integral is ! |A|3`op1q. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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